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The NDAA Annual Conference took place on Wednesday 6 February and we were delighted to
welcome more than 100 of our members as attendees, speakers and sponsors. The theme of the
day was ‘Dementia Support and Research: The Power and Impact of Meaningful Engagement’. As a
result we provided a platform for people living with dementia and carers who have been working
together with our members on a variety of projects to learn from their experiences. The event
was sponsored by Housing & Care 21 and also exhibiting on the day were the British Psychology
Society and NICE.
The day kicked off with a welcome
from Bronagh Scott who is
Director of Nursing Policy and
Practice at the Royal College of
Nursing. Bronagh explained how she
had a special interest in the event as
her father had recently been
diagnosed with dementia and her
family were adjusting to that.
Following that, our co-chairs for the
day Chris Maddocks and
Mohammed Akhlak Rauf MBE
introduced themselves to the
Co-chairs Mohammed Akhlak Rauf MBE and Chris Maddocks
audience. Chris is living with young
onset vascular dementia and is a
volunteer for Alzheimer's Society and St Wilfrid's Hospice as well as a member of the 3
Nations Dementia Working Group. She explained to the room how she’d struggled to get a
diagnosis after having three strokes and how she’d had to give up her work. Despite this, Chris is
now intent on helping others where she can to live with the condition through sharing her
experience. Akhlak gave details of his role as the Founder and Director of Meri Yaadain CiC,
which aims to raise the awareness of dementia in the South Asian communities in Bradford.

Georgia Chimbani,
Dementia Lead, ADASS

The first session of the day was chaired by Jeremy Hughes CBE, CEO
at Alzheimer’s Society and focussed on influencing central and local
government. First to present was Debbie Abrahams MP, co-chair of
the All Party Parliamentary Group on Dementia who provided an
update on the inquiry into ‘Dementia as a Disability’, sharing observations
from the unprecedented number of responses they received. Debbie was
followed by Cllr Ian Hudspeth, Chair of the Community Wellbeing
Board at the Local Government Association who detailed the
funding struggles they have seen local authorities going through and
reiterated the need for the social care green paper. Finally Georgia
Chimbani, the Dementia Lead for ADASS gave delegates an insight
into the issues that social carers face, sharing powerful feedback from
them around frustrations with processes and care they can offer.

Next up on the agenda we looked at learning from people
living with dementia and carers and what works and why. We
welcomed a selection of people living with dementia and
carers to the stage to share their own experiences, with
support from the chair Rachel Niblock from Innovations
in Dementia who is the DEEP Southern Coordinator. First
to speak was Mary Mitchell who is a carer to her husband
Mike and described how they had gone through a transition
process as Mike’s condition advanced and he moved into a
care home. Mary shared some advice she’d been given by a
member of care home staff who’d initially seemed fierce and
intimidating but eventually came to be a great support and
someone she considers a friend. The advice had been to
“never leave this place in tears” and Mary said she’d found
solace in remembering this to deal with the multitude of
challenges during the transition. Next to speak was Tracey
Mary Mitchell, carer for her husband Mike
Shorthouse who is a former nurse and member of our
Dementia-Friendly Hospitals Taskforce who is living with dementia. Tracey outlined her own story
including her struggles with getting a diagnosis and being told she was too young to have dementia
and some bad experiences in hospital. Having worked in healthcare for years herself, she was
acutely aware of standards required and also relayed great support she now receives from her
consultant and occupational therapists and how vital that has been.

The panel from left to right Gillian Harrison, Mhari McLintock, Tracey Shorthouse, Mary Mitchell and Rachel Niblock

Next up in this section, Gillian Harrison, an ex carer and volunteer with Alzheimer’s
Society’s Research Network, explained how she has enjoyed being involved in research and
relating her experiences as part of the Dementia Research Institute. Completing the line-up of
lived experience was Mhari McLintock who is living with dementia and is a member of the
DEEP Network Buddies Group and a Dementia Diarist known as ‘The Happy Tandemer’.
Mhari explained how much she enjoys the exercise of going out cycling and spending time with
others socially afterwards in a café or a pub. Mhari agreed with a suggestion from the audience
about the importance of the arts as an enjoyable activity and said she’d enjoyed taking part in a
theatre group previously.

Sally Copley,
Alzheimer’s Society

After lunch we welcomed our own Executive Lead for the NDAA Kelly
Kaye to the stage who gave an update on our own activity, and our NDAA
Steering Group member Keith Oliver who is living with dementia explained
his involvement in the work of the alliance. That was followed by Sally
Copley from Alzheimer’s Society who analysed progress on the 2020
Dementia Challenge and what would come next. Sally gave details of the
progress on the challenge for areas like diagnosis rates, workforce training
on dementia and research spending as well as revealing 2.7 million people
have now become Dementia Friends.

Up next was our member showcase where we asked a selection of NDAA
members to present on projects they’ve worked on that involve people
living with dementia and carers and have an impact on them. First up was
Sarah Ormston, Specialist Health Advisor & Dementia Project Manager at
MacIntyre who was joined onstage by Rosie Joustra. Rosie has learning
disabilities and told delegates how she works for MacIntyre as a Health,
Dementia & Wellbeing Assistant and the duties involved in that. She also
revealed that this audience was the biggest she’d ever presented to, not that
you’d have known that if she hadn’t said. Sarah then introduced a booklet
version of our own Dementia Statements that MacIntyre have produced,
which is accessible for people with learning disabilities.

Sarah Ormston & Rosie
Joustra from MacIntyre

Providing an account of dementia-friendly housing, and our sponsors for the event, were Housing
& Care 21. Vanessa Pritchard-Wilkes explained how they had produced a Dementia-Friendly
Housing Charter alongside Alzheimer’s Society, looked to provide Dementia Friends training to
residents, staff and contractors in their properties, and outlined the potential benefits of extra
care housing. To provide further details on those benefits Eileen Gilbert joined Vanessa onstage
to describe her experience of living in extra care housing with her late husband Dave and how it
had allowed them to have the family over for Christmas. Then it was the turn of NDAA Steering
Group member and Director of Memory Care at HC-One,
Professor Graham Stokes who introduced Harmony, their
memory care programme for their care homes that looks to
improve living environments, wellbeing, learning and culture.
Next to speak in this session was Neil Mapes from Dementia
Adventure focussing on leisure experiences for people living
with dementia and introduced Lorraine Brown who is living
with dementia. Lorraine gave details of her own diagnosis and
time managing the condition and how important the moments
she’d gained from going on Dementia Adventure expeditions
had been in that. They included walking holidays, visiting birds of
prey and boat trips, and Lorraine said these had allowed her to
Neil Mapes and Lorraine Brown from
return to being the action woman she’d been prior to her
Dementia Adventure
diagnosis.

The final presentation of our
member showcase was presented
by Mohammed Akhlak Rauf
MBE who introduced a video
showing a project run by tide in
Rochdale called Dementia Dekh
Bhaal. The video provides an honest
and engaging account from Dewan
who provides details of his
experience of caring for his father
when he was diagnosed with
dementia and the differences in
approaching this for his South Asian
The Dementia Dekh Bhaal project presented by tide
community. This included realising
there was no word for dementia in his native language and the fact that moving his father to a care
home was not an option for them because of the cultural perception in their community. The
support offered by tide was key for them in supporting their father and they now want to share
those experiences to help others in their community.
The final sessions of the day
were workshops and these
were run by 7 facilitators giving
attendees the opportunity to
discuss a selection of projects
with their fellow delegates. The
first of those was by the
University of Worcester on
their Meeting Centres and was
led by Shirley Evans, Joy
Valentini and Liz Dedman.
The second was on the PriUniversity of Worcester workshop led by Shirley Evans, Joy Valentini and Liz Dedman
Dem project with Rachael
Frost & Jane Wilcock and the third was on the IDEAL study led by Nicola Hart and Keith
Oliver. We’ll be asking the presenters from the workshop to sum up their observations from the
sessions over the next few weeks and will share these when they are available.
The day finished with a wine tasting experience provided by Direct Cellars brand partner, Sian
Jones, where the attendees had a chance to network and discuss the ideas and stories from the
day more fully. Thank you especially to our two brilliant chairs, Chris and Akhlak, to our sponsor
Housing and Care 21 and to all our speakers and attendees. We’re now looking forward to next
year!

